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ABSTRACT

Cross strip and cross delay line readout microchannel plate detectors in 18 mm, 25 mm and 40 mm active area
formats including open face (UV/particle) and sealed tube (optical) configurations have been constructed. These have
been tested with a field programmable gate array based electronics for single event encoding. Using small pore MCPs (6
µm) operated in a pair, we achieve gains of >1 x 106 which is sufficient to provide spatial resolution of ~17 µm FHWM
with the 18 mm and 40 mm cross strip readouts. New cross strip electronics can process high output event rates (> 4
MHz) with high spatial resolution, and self triggered event timing accuracy of ~1.5 ns for sealed tube XS optical
sensors. A peak quantum efficiency of between 13% and 19% at 500 nm has been achieved with SuperGenII
photocathodes with response from 400 nm to 900 nm for both cross strip and cross delay line sealed tubes. Local area
counting rates of up to 40 kHz (100µm spot) have been attained with XS sealed tubes, along with image linearity and
stability to better than 50 µm. 25mm cross delay line tubes achieve ~50 µm resolution and > 2 MHz output event rates.
Keywords: Microchannel Plates, High Resolution Imaging, Photon Counting.

1.INTRODUCTION
We have implemented microchannel plate (MCP) imaging photon counting detector schemes1-8 for uses in many
fields. The majority of these devices employ either a Cross Strip (XS) anode or Cross Delay Line (XDL) anode for
position and time determination for detected events. Two types of device have been constructed, open face detectors for
use in high vacuum applications, and sealed tubes with high efficiency, proximity focus SuperGenII 9 photocathodes for
optical sensing. The XS anode uses charge division, and centroiding of microchannel plate charge signals detected on
two orthogonal layers of sense strips to encode event X-Y position, and event times. The cross delay line anode uses two
orthogonal layers with serpentine conductors to encode event positions by differences in the signal arrival times at
opposite ends of the serpentine delay lines. The XDL MCP sealed tubes have been made with 25mm format and
SuperGenII photocathodes achieving ~15% peak QE. The spatial resolution is ~50 µm FWHM, and event rates of more
than 2 MHz can be accommodated with event time tagging to 20 ns using a clock reference, or to ~100 ps when a
separate time to digital converter is used. MCP detectors with XS readout can reach values below 10 μm FWHM 5-7,
while the timing accuracy of the event detection can be as low as ~100 ps FWHM 2,3. However, the gain required for XS
readouts is an order of magnitude lower than other high resolution readouts, such as the XDL8. This substantially
increases the local counting rate capabilities and the overall lifetime. Open face XS detector formats of 22 mm and 50
mm have been built using pairs of 6 µm microchannel plates. High speed FPGA based electronics has allowed us to
achieve ~17 µm spatial resolution with the 22 mm XS open face detector, and output event rates of ~4 MHz. Sealed tube
22 mm XS detectors have also demonstrated good spatial resolution (< 25 µm FWHM), image linearity and local
counting rate capability (40 kHz in a 100 µm spot), with event timing of 1 ns using the new electronics scheme.
Background rates are dominated by the thermionic noise of the red sensitive photocathodes. These detector systems may
be a significant enabling technology for several important applications, high-speed adaptive optics, astronomy of
transient and time-variable sources, and optical metrology. Both our XS and XDL detectors are finding uses in threedimensional imaging, time resolved astrophysical observations of dynamic objects4, biological single-molecule
fluorescence lifetime microscopy1,2, optical and infrared tomography, hybrid mass spectrometry and neutron imaging.
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2.CROSS STRIP AND CROSS DELAY LINE DETECTOR SYSTEMS
Cross Strip (XS) and cross delay line (XDL) anodes are physically similar to each other, however they obtain
positions of photon events differently. XS works by determination of the charge centroid across several strips, XDL uses
the difference in pulse arrival times at the ends of a serpentine conductor to deduce the event position. Fig. 1. shows an
overview of the components and functionality of an XS MCP detector. In both devices the incoming photons either
produce a photoelectron at the MCP input (open face), or from a photocathode deposited on the inside of the window or
on the MCP (sealed tube devices). The photoelectron is then multiplied within the pores of a microchannel plate stack
and the resulting electron cloud is accelerated towards, and is collected on, two orthogonal sets of metal electrodes that
form the anode. To ensure that an accurate event centroid position is achieved the size of the electron cloud has to be
optimized10,11 so that the charge impinges on several neighboring periods of the anode pattern. The XS anode (Fig. 2) is
made with layers of metal and glass insulator on a ceramic substrate, producing two sets of strips in orthogonal
directions. The top and bottom layers each have 50% of the exposed area, and are thus used to collect the charge from
the MCPs equally. Potential crosstalk between the two orthogonal sets of electrodes is reduced by having a set of
grounded strips directly below the upper strip electrodes. The pattern period for typical XS anode designs is ~0.7 mm
for both the upper and lower conductor strips. The distance between the XS anode and the MCP stack is typically ~2.5
mm, and is determined by the charge cloud spread for the chosen MCP configuration. The individual anode strips are
connected to the back side of the anode with hermetically sealed vias. These are connected by a “fan out” to a pad
pattern for a standard signal connector. The preamplifier electronics can then be easily connected at the back side of the
anode to achieving the best noise characteristics and preserve timing properties.
In the case of the XDL anode the electrodes for each axis form a continuous serpentine conductor across the whole
anode. The layers and interstitial ground plane are essentially the same otherwise. Only four contacts are used, two for
each end of the individual axes, allowing the pulse arrival times at the ends of the serpentines to be extracted. Typical
serpentine periods are of the order 0.6mm, and these anodes are mounted about 6 mm behind the MCP stack.

Figure 1. A functional schematic diagram of a sealed
tube detector with a window, MCP pair and cross strip anode.

Figure 2. 50 mm format cross strip anode on a ceramic substrate.
Both upper and lower fingers each receive 50% of the charge input.

Fabrication of XS and XDL anodes is low outgassing, refractory, and accommodates being put into sealed tube ultra
high vacuum devices. XS anodes have been fabricated in a variety of sizes and shapes up to 50 mm format, and XDL
anodes up to 105 mm have been constructed. XS anodes have been utilized in three detector configurations. One is a
sealed tube device (Fig. 3) with a 22 mm XS anode, another is an open face detector with a 22 mm XS anode mounted
on a vacuum flange (Fig. 5), and the third is an open face detector with a 50 mm XS anode (Fig. 6). 22 mm XS anode
sealed tubes (3 ea) were built by Photonis utilizing the 18 mm active area Photonis standard tube design window and
brazed body, which is a good match to the 22 mm XS anode readout. The tube window is 7056 glass with a SuperGenII
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photocathodee on the interio
or surface. Phootoelectrons em
mitted from the cathode are accelerated ovver a < 200 µm
m gap to
the MCP stacck. The MCPs are 25 mm, 6 µm pore, 80:1 length-to-diam
meter ratio (L/dd) low resistannce MCP pairs.. The 29
mm XDL annode sealed tub
bes (2 ea) weree also built by Photonis, but in this case the enclosure accommodates a 25 mm
active area annd the MCPs are
a 33 mm, 10 µm pore, 60:1 L/d MCPs in a stack of threee.
The opeen face XS deetectors (Figs, 5, 6) are mouunted into connflat flanges. The
T RD20 preeamplifier boaards that
amplify the strip
s
charge sig
gnals are mounnted directly too the flanges. The
T MCPs are used
u
in a pair in these detecttors, and
each have MCPs
M
with 6 µm
m pores with 80:1
8
L/d. Thesee “demountablle” detectors seerve as a testbeed for developpment of
firmware enccoding algorith
hms, and for the initial testingg of performance capabilities prior to sealedd tube implemeentation,
but are also useful
u
in some applications foor direct detecttion of particles, UV and neutrons.

Figure 3. 18 mm
m sealed tube MCP
M detector with
w a 22 mm XS
anode and SupperGenII photocaathode in housinng with preamps.

Figure 4. 25 mm sealeed tube MCP deetector with XDL
L anode
and SuuperGenII photoocathode in houssing for SALT-B
BVIT.

Figure 5. 18 mm
m active area MCP
M detector wiith a 22 mm
cross strip anoode mounted in a vacuum flange with electronicss.

Figure 6. 40 mm active area
a MCP detectoor with a 50 mm
m cross
strip anodee mounted in a vacuum
v
flange with
w electronics behind.
b
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3. EV
VENT POSIT
TION AND TIME
T
ENCO
ODING ELE
ECTRONICS
S
nt positions onn XS anodes reequires the elecctronics to proocess event siggnals and calcuulate the
Determinnation of even
centroid of thhe electron charge cloud disttribution 12,13,144 to a small fraaction of the anode
a
period 6,7. In the paralllel cross
strip electronnics configurattion (PXS) schheme each striip on the anodde (32 X and 32 Y for the 22 mm XS annode) is
connected too a preamplifier channel on a 32 channel ASIC,
A
(preshape-32, RD20 froom Rutherfordd Appleton Labboratory
and Imperiall College Lond
don). Two RD
D-20 ASICs arre used on each preamplifierr board (Fig. 7)
7 to accommoodate 64
channels perr board. The un
nipolar output signals have ~40
~ ns rise tim
me, and ~250 ns
n fall time (coonversion gainn of 0.72
mV/1000e ) and we achiev
ve noise of <1500 electrons rms when attaached to the crross strip anoddes (Fig. 3). Am
mplified
signals are buffered
b
to driv
ve the cable too the ADC (Fiig. 8) and are continuously digitized by 122 bit analog too digital
converters (A
ADCs, Analog Devices ADS5271) operatedd at 50 MHz saample rate. Thee digital samplle streams are then
t
fed
into an FPG
GA (Xilinx Virrtex5) using a LVDS serial transfer at 3000MHz. All thhe event filterring and proceessing is
accommodatted in the FPGA
A in parallel, giving
g
us maxim
mum flexibilityy in signal algoorithms. The ADCs
A
are impleemented
on a multilayyer board that is directly connnected to the Xilinx
X
Virtex5 FPGA board (Fig. 8), and a daughterboardd allows
the FPGA to perform parrallel data traansmission to a standard PC
CI digital inteerface. The Virtex5 FPGA has the
appropriate number
n
of inpu
ut lines and gaates and was seelected due to its high speedd and versatile output configuurations.
FPGA firmw
ware has been formulated to digitally filterr the pulse shappe to extract pulse
p
peak infoormation. Dataa is then
passed to alggorithms that use
u the strip chaarge data to deerive the event centroid posittion and time for
f both X and Y axes.
The events arre then buffereed before beingg transferred too a computer ass an event list of
o X, Y and T.

Fig. 7. 18mm XS sealed
s
tube houssing with the RD
D20 amplifier booard mounted.

S data processiing is accomm
modated by fullly parallel conttinuous sampliing. The
The highh speed operattion of the PXS
PXS electronnics simultaneeously processes signals on all channels (32
( x 32) of cross
c
strip reaadout (22 mm)). Event
processing begins
b
when the
t signal on one or severral channels exceeds
e
the predetermined
p
slew threshold, thus
establishing a self-triggered
d configurationn. The set of digitized
d
valuess from the trigggered strip chaannels is passeed to the
FPGA-peak detection logiic. The accuraacy of peak deetection is impproved by filteering the digittized waveform
ms with
“finite impullse response” (FIR)
(
filtering13,14. This is a pipeline
p
processs, where earlieer samples are retained until clocked
out of the alggorithm. Eventt processing allgorithms use the
t output of the
t digital filteers to calculatee the peak valuue of the
digitized signnal and its tem
mporal position and store the 64 outputs at event
e
rates up to 10 MHz. The timing of thhe event
can be calcuulated with a ~1
~ ns accuracy with digital im
mplementationn of interpolatiing algorithmss (e.g. digital Constant
C
Fraction Disccrimination). The
T PXS FPGA
A has been useed for considerrable firmwaree developmentt to calculate thhe event
X and Y cenntroid position
ns, including thhe accommodaation for pedesstal, offsets, am
mplifier gain nonlinearity,
n
annd fixed
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pattern noise correction. Ongoing work is directed at refining the firmware algorithms to accommodate 2 or more
closely spaced events in time on the output channels, and determine how to detect and remove spatial collisions.
Detailed results of the system operation are discussed in the following sections.
The electronics event encoding scheme for the XDL anodes is substantively different than that for the XS anodes.
To accommodate the fast (<5ns) signals from both ends of the XDL anode delay lines in each axis we use four fast
amplifier channels (MAR6 and MAR8) with bandpass filters (~100 MHz) to obtain good fidelity timing signals. At the
same time we provide a charge amplifier for each axis to enable encoding of the individual event amplitudes. The fast
amplified “start” and “stop” signals are transmitted to a Time to Digital converter (TDC) (Fig. 9) where the arrival times
are sensed by a constant fraction discriminator. Differences in the pulse arrival times for the ends of each axis are
digitized and passed to a FPGA which outputs the X, Y, pulse amplitude and time data to a parallel interface in a PC.
The minimum processing time for individual events is about 140 ns with this system, and it can be used for a variety of
XDL anode sizes and end to end delay times. Time stamping of events to ~20 ns is established using the internal clock
reference. Much better timing is possible by using two TDC units, where the second unit is used to measure the time of
the event in relation to a reference pulse (eg. Laser), rather than encoding the centroid of the event position. Timing
resolution in this mode is ~50 ps.

Figure 8. “PXS” event encoding electronics. 64 channel ADC
(50 Msps, 12 bit) on the left, passing data to a Virtex 5 XILINX
FPGA on the right. Event data (XYT) is passed to a host computer
by the FPGA daughterboard which is connected to a PC DIO card.

Figure 9. Four channel TDC for XDL anode readout, includes
FPGA for processing of event arrival times to output event
positions and event arrival times. Event data (XYT) is passed
to a host computer with a PC DIO card.

4.CROSS STRIP DETECTOR PERFORMANCE
The performance of the XS detectors (Figs. 3, 5, 6) using the 22 mm and 50 mm XS anodes with the PXS readout
electronics, has been evaluated. Evaluations include the spatial resolution, image distortion, uniform illumination fixed
pattern noise, gain and gain uniformity, pulse amplitude distribution, background event rates, event time tagging
accuracy, and the local and global event rate processing limits. For the sealed tubes LED sources and a 660 nm pulsed
laser were used, and for the open face detectors UV (185 nm) was used. The same type of electronics was used for all
the devices (2 sets for the larger 40 mm detector), however since much of the functionality is determined by the
firmware algorithms used, we have employed different versions of the event encoding routines. The ability to
conveniently change the firmware and processing algorithm parameters to accommodate specific performance
requirements, without having to change the physical electronics layouts, is of great advantage and convenience in
optimization of performance parameters.
4.1.

XS Detector Event Detection and amplification
The measured quantum efficiency of the sealed tube 22 mm XS detectors with “SuperGenII” photocathodes is
shown in Fig. 10. The quantum efficiency peaks in the range 13% to 16% at ~500 nm and extends out to 900 nm in the
red, as low as 400 nm in the blue and is a typical response curve for “SuperGenII” photocathodes. The gain and pulse
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height distribbutions for onee of the sealedd tube detectorss is shown in Fig.
F 11 and haas been tested up to about 1.5 x 106.
80v was appplied across the cathode to MCP
M
gap, andd 100v across the
t MCP to annode gap. Thee peaking of thhe pulse
height distribbutions is indiccative of gain saturation
s
and uniformity, annd is confirmedd by gain unifoormity maps. All
A three
tubes have very
v
similar gaiin characteristiics. The 40 mm
m and 18 mm open face deteectors (Figs. 4, 5) operate at slightly
lower MCP bias
b voltages because
b
the MCP
M
stacks havve not been scrrubbed to stabilize the gain. However, the general
gain and pulse amplitude characteristics
c
are very similaar. Most detecctor tests reportted in this papper were acquirred with
MCP gains inn the range 5 x 106 to 1 x 106.

Figure 10. Quuantum efficiency for three SupeerGenII
photocathodess in 22 mm crosss strip anode sealed tubes.

Figu
ure 11. Pulse height distributionns at several gainns for
onee of the 22 mm cross
c
strip tubes (6 µm pore MC
CPs).

4.2.

XS Detector
D
Imag
ging Characterristics
Much off the optimization has taken place
p
using thee open face 22 mm XS and 40mm
4
XS deteectors because they are
able to be accessed and adaapted easily forr assessment of
o the imaging performance.
p
A section of ann image taken with
w the
22 mm XS detector
d
using a uniform illum
mination of UV
V light (185 nm
m lamp) is show
wn in Fig. 12. The
T grid patternn is a 20
line per inch metal mesh with
w 52µm wirees placed in conntact with the MCP
M surface. The
T grid is harrd to keep flat so
s is not
a precise toool for distortio
on measuremennt but is a goood guide for position
p
encodding algorithm development. Visible
features suchh as dark spots are caused byy defects on thee mesh and MC
CPs. Faint hexxagonal featurees are also seenn, which
correspond with
w the multiffibers of the MCP
M 15. Distorttions of the MCP pore shapee at the multiffiber boundariees cause
slight variations in the MC
CP gain and defflect the chargee cloud trajectoory causing this effect. However, the effect is now
minimal as a result of consiiderable advannces in MCP faabrication technnology15. Somee faint residuall “striping” in Y is due
to strip to strrip charge mod
dulation that haas not been fullly corrected by
b the centroidd algorithm. Thhe spatial resollution of
the detector can
c be derived
d from the edgee sharpness off the grid wire shadows. Fig. 13 shows the spatial resolutiion with
the 22 mm XS
X detector at several MCP gain
g
values. Sppatial resolutioon of about 17 µm FWHM is achieved at an
a MCP
gain of 1.4 x 106 which is
i significantlyy better than many
m
other deevices operatinng at much hiigher MCP gaain. The
background rate of both 22
2 mm and 400 mm the openn face detectorrs is ~ 0.3 eveents sec-1 cm-22, which is typpical for
standard MC
CPs in this conffiguration.
In the case
c
of the 22
2 mm sealed tube
t
XS detecctors we projeect an optical image of a pinhole mask onto
o
the
photocathodee to assess the spatial resoluttion and image linearity. A tyypical image iss shown in Fig.. 14 using a 1 x 1 mm
spaced array of 10 µm diam
meter spots reccorded in a 40996 x 4096 pixeel image. The overall
o
image deviations
d
are less
l than
50 µm exceppt at the very edge
e
of the fielld of view which is affected by
b the edge fieelds of the MC
CP mounting sttructure.
Histograms the
t of the pinh
hole image point spread funnctions allow us
u to measure the FWHM sppatial resolutioon. The
resolution im
mproves with signal to noise ratio as the MCP gain increaases, and reachhes about 30 µm
µ for gains abbove 1 x
106. This cann be compared
d with the imagge of a small hotspot
h
that is seen in the im
mage which is a result of an emitting
e
spot on the front
f
of the MC
CP stack. Thiss hotspot reachhes a minimum
m size of aboutt 25 µm at aboove 1 x 106. Thhe latter
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value shows that the resollution of the XS
X readout annd electronics is better than the projected spot image daata. The
principal detterminant of th
he sealed tube spatial resoluttion in this case is the cathoode proximity gap (~200 µm
m with a
~110v bias) causing
c
the lateral spreading of photoelectrrons emitted froom the photocaathode. Higherr gap bias voltaages can
be used to im
mprove this chaaracteristic.
The meaasured backgro
ound rates of the sealed tube 22 mm XS detectors variees from 20 kH
Hz to 80 kHz at room
temperature. The rate is in accord with thhe level of red end response of the cathodee for a specific tube and is a function
f
of the tempeerature for the photocathodes. This is expected for sealeed tubes with “SuperGenII” cathodes whiich have
background dominated by the thermionic noise of the photocathodee. The spatial distribution
d
off background events
e
is
very uniform
m for all the seaaled tubes.

Figure 12. UV
V illuminated secction of an imagge using the 22 mm
m
Figure 13. Spatial resollution (FWHM) of the open facee XS
XS detector (F
Fig. 5), showing a grid (1.25 mm
m period, 52 µm wires).
mm detector as a function of thee MCP gain.
22 m

4.3.

XS Detector
D
Even
nt Processing and
a Timing Peerformance
The globbal, and the local event ratte handling caapabilities an XS
X readout deetector are gennerally determ
mined by
different partts of the detecttor system. Thee anode pulses derived from MCP signals are
a intrinsicallyy fast (few ns wide)
w
so
as long as thhese do not sp
patially overlaap global rates of many 10’ss of MHz are feasible. In many
m
cases thee global
counting ratee performancee of the cross strip readout is determinedd by the evennt processing electronics.
e
Thhe event
processing chharacteristics are
a largely defiined by the am
mplified pulse shhapes, the timee required to acccomplish the pipeline
event processing and analy
ysis in digital logic, and the data
d handling interface
i
to thee PC. In the PX
XS scheme thee overall
me for the RD20
0 preamplifier ASIC is the most
m important limiting factorr. The signal deecay time is abbout 250
recovery tim
ns, so it is innevitable that perturbation will
w occur for closely
c
spacedd events at highh counting ratees. The overalll digital
processing of events is quiite fast and thiss is a pipelinedd process so it does not havee a comparativvely great affecct on the
imaging fidelity. The transffer of data to thhe PC is also faast enough to accommodate
a
t rates whichh we have usedd.
the
o the PXS eleectronics as a function
f
of thee global input event rate forr several
We havee measured thee throughput of
different firm
mware configurrations, and evvaluated the spaatial resolutionn performance as
a a function of
o total event raate16. To
avoid event pile-up
p
we hav
ve chosen to appply a fixed deead time rejecttion window inn the firmware. Rejecting eveents that
are closely spaced
s
in timee we can presserve the imagging performaance but at thee cost of overrall event throoughput.
Applying a ~120
~
ns window
w we have fouund that the ~37 µm FWHM spatial resolution, as measurred by the poinnt spread
function of thhe hotspot (Fig
g. 16) can be maintained
m
up to input countiing rates of ~44 MHz. This reesults in a reduuction of
the throughpput to ~2.6 MH
Hz (35% dead--time) with a best
b fit model paralyzable deead time curvee with a ~130 ns dead
time. Adjustting the firmw
ware to differennt pile up winndow settings we can achievve up to 4 MH
Hz output ratees (33%
deadtime) buut with a degradation of thhe spatial resoolution at the higher count rates. The sim
mple pile up rejection
r
technique speecifically addrresses the ampllifier decay tim
me for the RD220, but does not take into accoount that theree may be
closely spacced events in time that arre not perturbbed because their
t
charge clouds
c
do noot physically overlap.
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Improvemennts rate and reso
olution perform
mance should be
b possible witth recognition of non-overlappping events, and
a with
adjustments to the pulse shape profilee. This requirees adjustments to the FPG
GA firmware processing
p
annd event
recognition, which
w
we are currently
c
impleementing.
The pracctical limit of the
t local rate capacity
c
of thee MCP detector system is sett by the MCP stack resistancce. MCP
pores have a recovery timee17 after an eveent has been am
mplified that esstablishes the achievable
a
locaal rate. We havve tested
the local areaa rate responsee of our 22 mm
m cross strip seealed tubes by varying the innput spot eventt rate for 100 µm
µ wide
illumination spots on the detector.
d
The highest
h
local raate achieved is ~40 kHz (Figg. 18) for the innput spot (usinng a 105
MΩ MCP paair) before even
nts start being lost. The highh rates achievedd are enhancedd by the use off lower gain (~
~5 x 105)
1
16
for the MCPss that is possib
ble with the XS
S readout schem
me, and compares favorably with
w previous measurements
m
.

Figure 14. Im
mage of a set of spots
s
projected onto
o
a sealed tubbe
22 mm XS dettector. 1 x 1 mm
m spot spacing, 100µm spots.

Figure 16. Coounting rate / resolution performaance for a
sealed tube 222 mm XS detecto
or and PXS systeem with a
~130 ns electrronics event pile--up rejection deaad time.

Figure 15. Spatial resollution of the spot images shown in
Fig. 14, and a small hotspot seen in the upper part of thee image.

Figure 17. Measured global event ratee throughput forr three
settinggs for the electroonics event pile-uup rejection.
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A numbber of applicatiions require thhat the individdual event timees be determinned (biologicall fluorescence lifetime
imaging, LID
DAR, time resolved astronom
my and variouus time of flighht applications). The desired time resolutioons vary
somewhat annd consequentlly the electronnic implementaation of the evvent time taggging can take several
s
forms. Simply
recording thee clock cycle of
o detected events allows timee stamping of about 20 ns. There
T
is a significant improveement of
this time stam
mp accuracy th
hat may be achhieved by a diggital interpolatiion algorithm providing
p
a subb-clock accuraacy. This
is achieved by
b effectively constructing a constant fracction discriminnator applied too the 50 MHz digital pulse samples
with the FPG
GA firmware. It
I can be appliied to single orr multiple stripp channels of both
b
axes for a given detecteed event.
Initial tests of
o this approacch (Fig. 19) with
w a pulsed laaser show thatt the resulting timing jitter for
fo the digital constant
c
fraction timinng interpolatio
on is a Gaussiaan shape, as would
w
be expected. As the gain
g
of the detector is increaased, the
signal to noise improves an
nd thus the widdth of the timiing error distribbution becomees narrower. Thhe 1.5 ns perfoormance
achieved is adequate
a
for alll but the most demanding
d
appplications.

Figure 18. Meeasured event ratte in a 100 µm spot area as a funnction
of the global count
c
rate for an XS 22mm tube with an MCP stack
of resistance 105 MΩ.

Figure 19. Event time jitter for single photon
p
events
using thhe PXS electroniics system, as a function
f
of the gain
g
of the MCP.
M

5.CROSS
5
DE
ELAY LINE DETECTOR
R PERFORM
MANCE
5.1.

XDL
L Detector Eveent Detection and
a amplificattion
The perfformance of th
he XDL 25 mm
m sealed tube detectors
d
(Fig. 4) with the am
mplifier and TD
DC readout eleectronics
(Fig.9), has been
b
evaluated
d. The same tyypes of evaluaations as the XS
X detectors haas been accom
mplished, includding the
spatial resoluution, image diistortion, unifoorm illuminatioon fixed patternn noise, gain and
a gain uniforrmity, pulse am
mplitude
distribution, background ev
vent rates, evennt time taggingg accuracy, and the local andd global event rate processingg limits.
Visible lightt LED sourcess and a 660 nm
m pulsed laseer were used. The gain of thhe 3 MCP staacks are muchh higher,
reaching 107 gain, with welll peaked pulsee amplitude disstributions (Figg. 20). The SupperGenII photoocathodes havee similar
characteristiccs to the ones in the smallerr 22 mm XS tubes, and farr exceed the biialkali photocaathodes we haave used
previously inn this type of detector
d
(Fig. 21).
2 This has a significant im
mpact on potenntial applicationns, and one off the two
sealed tubes we have obtained is now innstalled on the 10 m telescoppe at the Southh African Largge Telescope (SALT),
(
replacing thee earlier (BVIT
T #1, Fig. 21)) sealed tube18. One other coonsequence off the higher quuantum efficienncy and
larger area seealed tube is th
hat the backgroound event ratee for the XDL detectors is beetween 60 kHzz and 200 kHz at room
temperature, with the higher QE tube having the hiigher backgrouund rate. Moddest cooling mitigates
m
thesee values
considerablyy, however.
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Figure 20. Pulse height distrib
butions at severaal gains for
a 25 mm XDL
L tube (10 µm po
ore MCPs) .

Figure 21. Quantum efficiency for the SuuperGenII.
photocathhodes in two 25 mm XDL anodee sealed tubes
comparedd with an older bialkali
b
XDL tubbe.

5.2.

XDL
L Detector Ima
aging Charactteristics
The imaaging performaance of the XD
DL 25mm sealeed tube detectoors has been evvaluated with full flood illum
mination
(Fig. 22) andd with projectio
on of a pinholee mask image as
a described inn section 4.2 (F
Fig. 23). The fiixed pattern nooise seen
in Fig. 22 iss derived from
m two sourcess. One is residdual timing errrors in the ellectronics, resuulting in faintt diffuse
modulation. The other is th
he hexagonal modulation
m
due to the packingg structure of thhe MCPs. Neithher is severe, and
a both
can be ameliorated by calib
bration image division
d
since both
b
are highlyy stable effectss. The pinhole image (Fig. 233) shows
more distortiion than the XS
X anode deviices, but mosttly towards thee edges of thee image. This is partly due to nonlinearities in the electronics timing circuiit and impedannce mismatches wit the anodde, and anode gap
g field distorrtions in
the detector. The pattern iss stable and cann be linearizedd after image acquisition.
a
The spatial resoluution derived from
f
the
pinhole maskk data is shown
n in Fig. 24. There
T
is a smalll hotspot also in the image area
a
for this XD
DL tube, and we
w have
been able to measure it in
n comparison to
t the pinhole images. Whille the hotspot images can reeach values off 50 µm
FWHM, the pinhole imagees never improvve beyond 65 µm
µ FWHM. As
A in the case of
o the XS tubess, the window to MCP
bias is aboutt 110v, and thee lateral spreadd of the photoelectrons emitteed from the phhotocathode serrves to blur thee spatial
resolution.
XDL
L Detector Eveent Processingg and timing Performance
P
The counnting rate perfo
formance of thee XDL sealed tubes
t
is determ
mined by the MCP
M performannce, the electronnics and
the anode chharacteristics. The
T anode proppagation time of
o <20 ns for the
t 25mm XDL
L tube is not thhe major factoor in this
case. For thee global rate performance the electronics processing
p
tim
me is again the most significaant factor. Thee newest
TDC modulee provides sing
gle event encooding with eveent dead times of about 130 ns. Testing onne of the XDL
L sealed
tubes (Fig. 25)
2 we were ab
ble to achieve about
a
2.3 MHzz output rates at
a 3.3 MHz inpput rates. Thiss fits well comppared to
models of a non-paralyzab
ble electronics dead time of 135 ns. Measuuring the spatiaal resolution for
fo a projected pinhole
image showss that over this range of globaal count rates thhe resolution iss not impaired..
The simpplest form of event
e
time taggging for XDL is accomplishedd by recordingg of the ADC cllock cycle timee for the
event peak, allowing
a
a tim
me tag accuracyy of about 20 ns. However, the best timinng accuracy cann be derived from
f
the
output pulse of the MCP, rather
r
than thee pulse detectedd by the anodee. In the case of
o a MCP stackk in a cross deelay line
detector we have used a fast
f amplifier connected
c
to the MCP outpuut and measurred the timing jitter betweenn a laser
“start” pulse and the subseq
quent single phhoton pulse dettected using a second TDC module.
m
The resulting timing jitter2 is
about 100 ps FWHM comp
pared with the laser
l
intrinsic jitter
j
of 80 ps and
a the TDC tim
ming jitter of < 20 ps.
5.3.
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Figure 22. Unniformly illuminaated image for a 25mm sealed
25 mm XDL detector
d
with a SuperGenII.
S
Phottocathode.

Figure 23. Image of a set of
o spots projectedd onto a sealed tuube
25 mm XDL
L detector. 1 x 1 mm spot spacinng, 10µm spots.

Figure 24. Reesolution perform
mance for a sealeed tube 25 mm XDL
X
detector using the data from im
mages as shown in Fig. 23. The Y
spot FWHM iss also compared with a hotspot also
a seen in the image.
i

Figure 25. Counting rate
r / resolution performance
p
for a sealed
s
tube 25 mm
m XDL detectorr with a
~135 ns
n electronics evvent non-paralyzzable dead time.
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